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What are the essential requirements for board members, 

as given by Holy Spirit, in the stewarding of Shanti Christo? 
 

In 2002, Jon Marc Hammer (now known as Jayem) released a tape called “A Message from Jon Marc.”   

In this message, Jon Marc explained the communication that Holy Spirit gave him which included the 

egoic characteristics that the entity (Shanti Christo) would not tolerate. It describes those attributes that 

Christ does not have and, antithetically, defines attributes that Christ does have. 

 

Portions from this tape were selected to identify those characteristics and thoughts that are relevant for 

board members of the Shanti Christo Foundation to accept and commit to.  The audio from these portions 

is available in the link below. 

 

These paragraphs have been reviewed and it is understood that Jeshua wants us to accept these principles 

in order to help bring about Heaven on Earth and the awakening. For those who answer the call to serve 

on the Board, a full commitment to these principles is required to nurture the goals of the Shanti Christo 

Foundation. Our decree toward implementing these principles will allow the Holy Spirit to integrate into 

our hearts those attributes that Christ supports. Ultimately, most of what is described herein can be 

summarized in one simple statement: “Desire God above All Things.” 

 

As you read and listen, we invite you to join with us in committing to the principles of Shanti 

Christo, as we work to realize the birthing of Heaven on Earth. 

 

Please note that items in parentheses ( ) are not in the original talk. They are here for clarification or to 

highlight a thought or principle. 

 . . . . . 
 

Essential Requirements Audio Clip 
of the text below 

 

(Egoic Qualities That Will Not Serve Shanti Christo) 

 
Shanti Christo can only serve the purpose for which it was first extended into your mind, as it 

signifies only a vibration or quality of the Peace of Christ, it can only be served by those whose own 

commitment is to abide in that same quality. It can only extend through you and others, to the 

degree in which you, and others, remain committed to wanting only that.  

 

It has been shared with you that no one who has come to serve Shanti Christo, has come without 

secret or hidden purposes. It is now time to be more specific. 

 

The only quality this creation can serve is the Peace of Christ. It cannot, by its very essence, serve 

any egoic quality. These include security, recognition, family (as a substitute for what is not healed 

in one's past), fame, wealth, being served by others, and special dispensation. Now we will look with 

you at each of these specifically.  

 

SECURITY - The ego believes it lacks and thus secretly seeks to feed off anyone or anything it 

perceives may offer what it lacks. The desire for ego's security is the opposite of the Peace of Christ. 

http://www.shantichristo.com/essential.mp3
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Which recognizes this: There is no security in the world or the body, nor need there be. Christ does 

not act to secure security. 

  

RECOGNITION - The ego believes it is not seen, and would seek out contexts it perceives may offer 

what it lacks. The desire for recognition is the opposite of the Peace of Christ, which recognizes this, 

I am always seen of the Father. No mind dreaming the world is capable of seeing me as I am. Thus 

any strategy for gaining this must bitterly fail. Christ does not act to gain recognition.  

  

FAMILY - No Soul incarnates without the secret hope that it can make a family which 

unconditionally receives it as a way of proving the body and the world can succeed at replacing 

God. To the degree that this has failed in the perception of ego there will be an attempt to find, 

make or draw in a group of others. These others are secretly required the role ego assigns them, 

and thus any such family is doomed to failure. When the inevitable occurs, the ego will select the 

appropriate perceptions it would make of them in order to "murder" them through judgment. It 

must do this or face its own undoing by accepting the presence of its secret goals.  

 

Remember that projection is the act of throwing off what you do not wish to embrace as self 

created. The desire for family is the opposite of the Peace of Christ, which recognizes this: No one is 

needed, for no lack exists. My Family is the Trinity, Father, Son & Holy Spirit. All others are 

temporary manifestations of my own self, and serve no function but to offer me opportunities to 

learn forgiveness, by which I am freed of illusion, and to be used by Love to heal the world as I am 

healed as well. I cannot leave or lose my true Family, except in ego's dream of bodies. Christ makes 

no Family, but joins with others to celebrate that the true Family is given and shared by all, if they 

want only Peace.  

 

FAME - While this illusion involves recognition, it goes further. It is a deeper sickness, in that one 

wishes to be set above others. Fame is the attempt to make recognition special in ones own eyes, 

demanding that others see you as you wish you were. Fame must be the opposite of the Peace of 

Christ, which recognizes, I am all others, how could I be above them. Since I am always perfectly 

seen, perfectly provided for, and in no need of family, fame has no meaning. Christ makes no 

attempt to secure fame, and passes all adoration directed to the famous one, upward to God. 

 

WEALTH - The attempt to gather matter for oneself, always expresses the presence of ego, which 

fears lack, because it chooses to believe in it. The Peace of Christ sees no personal lack, and thus is 

without need to gather into barns. The Father always provides for the Son when such provision 

serves the extension of Peace. When ego usurps this and decides what provision shall look like or 

provide, the flow is impeded until the mind accepts correction. Christ does not seek wealth, for it 

receives the presence of God fully. 

 

BEING SERVED BY OTHERS - "I deserve" is ego's staunch cry. Christ knows it is already cared 

for, thus where could deserving arise? God's Love is not earned. The insanity of this cry reveals 

that the mind clearly believes it lacks and that its secret strategy of giving or doing in order to get is 

justified and necessary. Christ recognizes that it is already served by God's presence and that Peace 

is only sustained by offering it to others through the following: forgiveness, kindness, non-injurious 

thoughts or actions, prayer, and resting in the lack of lack, prior to every gesture, word and deed. 
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The secret desire to be served by others is but the expression of the ego's cunning attempt to get, 

through any of its strategies, which include violence, stealing, manipulation and even pretending to 

offer service. "Because I once gave, you are indebted to me forever, and must demonstrate this by 

serving me in the manner I have secretly assigned you" is hardly a thought possible for Christ to 

think. For Christ giving is the movement of God into the world, and thus, already, Christ has been 

paid through the Love of God. For Christ merely allows the flow of God, as an extension of what 

serves the atonement. Christ does not seek to be served, requiring nothing in return.  

 

And lastly,  

 

SPECIAL DISPENSATION - The ego may usurp the gifts revealed through God's grace for its own 

secret purposes. It will demand security. It will demand recognition because it believes it's special. 

It will seek to attract family for un-holy purposes, because it believes it is separate, and it will 

demand homage of those who come. It will seek fame in order to feed off the dispensation given. It 

will seek wealth to gain security of the body. It will require being served by others, to secure its 

needs to be above others and to be special.  

 

Christ knows that dispensation is meant as a gift to all from God through the mind or soul. 

Ownership is laughable, for what purpose could it serve. The joy of Christ is in sharing 

dispensation. To seek for specialness by demanding deserve-ability or ownership of dispensation is 

a particular form of insanity the ego finds tempting. It means impurity has crept in through lack of 

vigilance against ego.  

 

Again, none who have come to the circle involved with the stewarding of Shanti Christo, have done 

so without bringing, or succumbing to, one or more of the secret purposes found herein. 

 

Without the willingness for self honesty, this statement will be disagreed with, denied, or even 

attacked. . . . 

  

(Seek No Sustenance Nor Control) 
 

. . . The directing Board must be seven in number. Each, needs to be sovereign, seeking no 

sustenance from the entity, nor from any person or persons involved with it. They need gather only 

twice each year, to bridge their commitment to learn Peace, by offering Peace through this entity, 

through simple governance. . . . 

 

The need to control or own this entity can only delay it from the goal the Holy Spirit gives it. These 

others cannot come, while you attempt to fulfill roles beyond that of vision and teaching. Your role 

(Jon Marc) is completed. It has already been shown you that your intense pain since this past 

September is the result of your identification with the roles of implementer and enactor. 

Remember, Christ serves by offering what the Father gives, without identification with, or 

attachment to, what becomes of what is given.  

 

The further expression of this entity can only reflect the inner resolve of those called to its service, 
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and nothing but its essential quality can be possible.  

 

 

The context of Shanti Christo is for revealing the Peace of Christ, and offering the pathway that can 

alone awaken it in the Soul. The teachings are that pathway. The physical place, Temple Canyon 

Sanctuary, is solely for giving thanks that Peace is given, as well for praising the source of Peace, 

God.  

 

(Shanti Christo Cannot Be Possessed by Anyone, 

Belongs to God, and Is under the Authority of Christ.) 
 

Because Shanti Christo then, flows from God, it cannot be possessed by anyone. Whether it 

continues or ends does not determine your role's success, nor of the entity itself. Your only role, the 

essence of your existence, is to bridge vision and the teachings of Christ Mind to others, thus, fully 

learning them yourself. You (Jon Marc) cannot hope to further complete what is already completed 

through you. That is a calling to others to a context in which they can grow in Christ Mind, just as 

you have, by answering the call to complete what was asked of you. 

 

Listen well. The lessons you (Jon Marc) are learning are the same for everyone. In the world, which 

is the shared dream of the Son, it will appear that different lessons are being learned at different 

moments. All learning is equal, and all learning is to be celebrated by everyone. Christ, as it 

descends to prepare a home in any mind ready for the final path, will take on, as well as 

demonstrate, the deepest lessons as a way of both learning them for oneself and offering that 

learning for others. . . .  

 

The steps are the same for everyone. You have desired God above all things, you've intended to 

follow Jeshua into Christ Mind. You've allowed the Holy Spirit to fully take charge of your life in 

order to purge and heal your own version of the dream shared by all. Even if it has meant entering 

forms of experience you might perceive as hardship. You've extended through service what has 

been given you, and you've finally come to surrender even the hope of gain for yourself.  

 

Surrender is the final mastery of the keys to the Kingdom. It's the death of the ego's hope for 

authority in your mind. This has occurred especially for you (Jon Marc) over the past three years, 

and it culminates with the surrender of Shanti Christo, whose birthing you came to mistake as your 

own creation, and thus your own responsibility.  

 

But Shanti Christo is a creation that belongs to God, and is under the authority of Christ. And 

Jeshua serves because once as a man, he learned how to be only identified with Christ. As God's 

creation, it is an answer to the prayer of countless beings, and thus, it awaits their decision to step 

forward, to complete their own journey of the prodigal son, and allow this entity to be what they 

serve, and thus, to be transformed by it. The Holy Spirit has been and is in full control of all context 

of experience all have known through Shanti Christo. 

 

The full establishing of Christ Mind involves illumination, purgation, and the time necessary to 

complete it. It involves the vigilance and discipline necessary to retrain the mind, free the body of 

tension, and rid the soul of the roots of egoic perception. There are specific steps, and not one can 

be ignored. One of the final steps is to in some way, participate in a context of serving the 

awakening of others. . . . 
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(Desire God Above All Things) 
 

The essential lesson can be stated in this way: What is created by God can only be what serves 

awakening from the world, and can only be served by those who have fully learned the first of all 

lessons, desire God above all things. Where any secret purpose is injected, God's creations cease to 

be God's. For God and ego cannot coexist. 

  

Yet what is birthed from God works perfectly in the undoing of ego, where desire for God is 

sufficiently strong. And thus you now know, Shanti Christo has always worked perfectly, and 

always will, regardless of the length of time it appears in the realm of form.  

 

When all called to this path take pause, and celebrate the perfection of this gift given by grace, and 

thus accept that only God's plan can work, Shanti Christo will be freed of the injection of special 

purposes, which has occurred in many minds within its orbit. It will thus be freed to move as God's 

plan requires.  

 

Summarize your lesson as follows: I celebrate and give thanks for the majesty of God's plan, I 

surrender any illusions I may have succumbed to, and release Shanti Christo into the hands of its 

creator, now. 

 

. . . Let this be your prayer daily and often. May the majesty of God's perfect plan be celebrated by 

all, in all moments. For there can be only Love or fear, and only Love is real. When all want Love, 

they will see nothing else, yet they will come to know Love fully, for the first time, as their own 

journey ends in withdrawing value from all possibilities, save Peace. 

 

Herein is this communication period, completed.  

 

End of audio clip 
 

 

 

 


